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Science is…

© Chris Mack, 2017

Science

method

• A communal collection of
knowledge (both facts/data and
theories)
• A method of evaluating the
efficacy of scientific theories by
comparing predictions to
observation/experiment
• An attitude of skeptical inquiry
and the belief that all scientific
knowledge is provisional and
subject to revision when
confronted with new evidence
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Journals Serve Science
• The first pillar of science (communal
collection of knowledge) requires
mechanisms for preserving and
disseminating knowledge
– Textbooks and courses
– Scientific presentations at conferences
– Scientific journals

• All three major mechanisms are
very important
© Chris Mack, 2017
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350 Years of Scientific Journals
• Early phase – self published books and
letters to other “scientists”
• 1660 – Founding of the Royal Society in
London (40 members)
• 1665 – First publication of the Philosophical
Transactions (Henry Oldenburg, editor)
– “giving some [account] of the present
undertakings, studies, and labours of
the ingenious in many considerable
parts of the world.”
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Scientific Journals Today
• 30,000 peer-reviewed journals publish more than
2 million articles a year
– These numbers double about every 20 years

• Characteristics of the modern science journal:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Most journals are highly specialized
Specialized language (“jargon”)
Highly structured format
Figures, tables, equations, citations
Multiple authors
Peer reviewed

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Why Publish?
• The reason to publish should be the
advancement of science
• Often, publishing is needed to advance
one’s career
– “publish or perish”

• Accomplishing both goals is common (and
desirable)
– But personal goals can and do cloud
judgement and distort science
© Chris Mack, 2017
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What do Editors Look for in a Paper?
Scope

Quality

The content of the paper
must match the scope of
the journal

The quality of the paper
(method/execution of
research, writing) must be
sufficiently high

Novelty

Significance

The paper must present
novel results (with the
exception of review
papers, etc.)

The results must be
significant enough to be
worth reading about (and
thus worth publishing)

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Scope
• There are probably more than one journal
with a scope that matches your paper content
– Research the journal’s scope carefully
– Pick the journal with the best scope match, and
thus the right audience

• Use prestige/impact factor as a deciding
factor only if the scope is sufficiently matched
– Your goal: to get to the right audience
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Spectrum of Journal Specialization

What is your
target
audience?

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Novelty
• How does your work contribute to this field of
science?
– New theory, new methods, new materials/tools,
new data, or new analysis
– An effective literature search is essential
– For an incremental paper, at least 50% of the
reported material must be new

• Explain fully what is new in the cover letter
and the paper introduction
– Don’t expect the reader to figure out what’s new
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Novelty Test
• Can you articulate exactly what is novel in
your written manuscript?
– How do you know it is novel?

• Will a reader easily recognize what parts
you are claiming to be novel?
• Do the non-novel aspects of your paper
properly cite the literature?
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Exception – Review Papers
• In general, review papers are solicited by
the journal editor(s)
– Contact the editor before submitting an
unsolicited review paper

• Explicitly notify the reader that this is a
review paper

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Significance
• In 2012, 28,000 peer-reviewed journals
published about 2 million articles
– Many published papers are rarely read or cited

• Two (imperfect) measures of paper
significance are
– Number of downloads over some time period
– Number of citations over some time period

• The pursuit of significance sometimes leads
to groupthink towards hot topics
© Chris Mack, 2017
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3
JM

Citations
All papers published 2003 - 2008
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Measures of Significance

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Significance to the Reader
• How many people that read the paper will
put the conveyed knowledge to use?
• Two parts of significance:
– How important is the problem being
addressed by the work?
– How big of an advance over the prior
literature does this work represent?

• Editorial judgements about future
significance are hard!
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Quality of Research
• Use best known methods (BKM) where possible
–
–
–
–

Well-planned experiment
Best processes
Best measurements
Best data analysis

• Of course, we are always constrained by available
funds, labs, equipment, people, time, etc.
• Published articles resulting from this research
should be clear, accurate, reproducible (verifiable),
and unbiased
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Quality of Writing
• Never give an editor the excuse to reject
your paper because the quality of the writing
is poor!
• Science journals use a standard formula for
their papers
– Learn the formula and your writing job will be
much easier
– You don’t have to be a good writer to write a good
paper, but you do have to be a careful writer
© Chris Mack, 2017
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For More Details …
•

Topics about science writing that I’ve written on:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Title, Abstract, and Keywords
Citations
Acronyms
Authorship
Cover Letter
Figures
Paper Significance
Null Results
Structure and Organization
How to Review a Paper
Review Papers
Style

Go here to see these papers:
– http://www.lithoguru.com/scientist/science-writing.html

© Chris Mack, 2017
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The Big Picture
• Think like the reader
– It’s not about you!

“That writer does the most who gives his
reader the most knowledge and takes
from him the least time.”
– Charles Caleb Colton
• Be a teacher
– Your paper should teach what you learned during
your research
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Structure and Organization
• Organize the paper for two goals:
– Effective communication
– Opportunistic reading

• The easiest way to accomplish these
goals is to follow some variant of the
Title
standard IMRaD structure
– Introduction/Method/Results and
Discussion/Conclusions
© Chris Mack, 2017

1. Introduction
2. Method
3. Results and
Discussion
4. Conclusions
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Title

Introduction Section
• The Introduction should have three parts:

1. Introduction
2. Method
3. Results and
Discussion
4. Conclusions

– Topic, problem, solution (engineering)
– Topic, observation/discovery, explanation (science)

• As another way of describing it, the Introduction
should:
– Establish a territory (what is the field of the work, why
is this field important, what has already been done?)
– Establish a niche (indicate a gap, raise a question, or
challenge prior work in this territory)
– Occupy that niche (outline the purpose and announce
the present research; optionally summarize results)
© Chris Mack, 2017
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What do Editors Look for in a Paper?
Scope

Quality

The content of the paper
must match the scope of
Explain
in the
the journal

Introduction

The quality of the paper
(method/execution of
research, writing) must be
sufficiently high

Novelty

Significance

The paper must present
novel
resultsin
(with
Explain
thethe
exception of review
Introduction
papers, etc.)

The results must be
significant
enough
to be
Explain
in the
worth reading about (and
Introduction
thus worth publishing)
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Common Introduction Mistakes
• Providing unnecessary background
information
– Telling the reader what they already know or
what they don’t need to know

• Exaggerating the importance of the work
• Failing to make clear what research
questions this paper is trying to answer
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Title

Method Section
• The “Method” section describes how
results were generated

1. Introduction
2. Method
3. Results and
Discussion
4. Conclusions

– Can include experimental methods, materials,
development of theory, device design,
modeling tool development

• The Method must be sufficiently detailed:
– Can an independent researcher working in
the same field reproduce the results
sufficiently well to allow validation of the
conclusions?
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Broad Sense of Method
• The “method” section can include
– Description of materials, equipment, or processes
– Development of a theory (either as necessary
background or as a novel element of the paper)
– Establishment of a specific device design
– Development or description of a modeling tool
– Data reduction/statistical methods

• Method section should justify the
experimental design as well
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Troubling Trend in Publishing
• Some journals are deemphasizing the
method section
– They don’t include them, put them in an
appendix, or publish them on-line only

• I think this is a serious mistake
– Validation of conclusions is essential to
science
– The method section must be sufficiently
detailed to allow this validation
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Supporting Validation
• Internal validity: the conclusions drawn are
supported by the results presented
• External validity: the degree that the
conclusions can be generalized
– Rather than applicable just to the narrow
confines of this one work

• The significance of the work is often
determined by the generalizability of the
conclusions
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Common Method Section Mistakes
• Incorrect level of detail (too much or too
little)
• Including results in the method section
• Presenting the method as a chronological
history of what you did

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Title

Results and Discussion
• Evidence does not explain itself

1. Introduction
2. Method
3. Results and
Discussion
4. Conclusions

– You need to explain the results and show how they
answer the research questions posed in the
Introduction

• The Discussion should flow from
– summarizing the results
– discussing whether results are expected or
unexpected
– comparing these results to previous work
– interpreting and explaining the results (often by
comparison to a theory or model)
– hypothesizing about their generality
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Results
• Well crafted graphs and/or tables make
presenting the results straightforward
– Often, a single paragraph will suffice
– A good method section reduces the need to
describe the results

• Emphasize the discussion

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Discussion
• The Discussion section should mirror the
format of the Introduction
• Move from the specific (the results
generated in this work) to the general (how
these results demonstrate a general
principle and are more widely applicable)
• Discuss problems or shortcomings
encountered during the course of the work
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Common Results and Discussion Mistakes
• Lack of organization
• Presenting results that are never discussed
• Presenting discussion that doesn’t relate to
any of the results
• Presenting results and discussion in
chronological order rather than logical order
• Ignoring results that don’t support the
conclusions
• Drawing conclusions from results without
logical arguments to back them up
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Title

Conclusion Section
• The Conclusions should be brief, but
should allow for opportunistic reading

1. Introduction
2. Method
3. Results and
Discussion
4. Conclusions

– Provide a very brief summary of the Results
and Discussion
– Show how each research question posed in
the Introduction has been addressed
– Emphasize the implications of the findings
– Explain how the work is significant
– Optionally, present a roadmap for future work
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Common Conclusion Mistakes
• Repeating the abstract
• Repeating background information from the
Introduction
• Introducing new evidence or new arguments
not found in the Results and Discussion
• Repeating the arguments made in the
Results and Discussion
• Failing to address all of the research
questions set out in the Introduction
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Opportunistic Reading
• Often readers will…
– Read the Abstract, some of the Introduction
– Skim the figures
– Jump to the Conclusion section
– If interested, go back to the beginning and
read the whole paper

• Does your paper allow for opportunistic
reading?
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Structure In

3
JM

• About 80% of the papers in JM3 employ the
IMRaD structure (or a variant)
– Most common variant: separating theory from
Methods section
– Occasionally, parallel MRaD sections are given
for experiment and modeling

• Headings are required, but may be made
more descriptive than just “Introduction”,
“Methods”, etc.
– Subheadings are not required but are common
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Authorship: who belongs?
• An author of a scientific paper is anyone who
has made a creative contribution to the words
or ideas being presented that are claimed to
be novel
– A creative contribution is an intellectual contribution
that enhances the novel aspects of the work
– Writing is by definition creative (except for
plagiarism)

• What is novel about this work? Who
contributed to the creation of this novel
content?
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Authorship: who belongs?
• Three-part test for authorship:
– Has the person made a creative contribution to
the work? (writing the manuscript and/or
involvement in conception, design, execution or
interpretation of the work)
– Has the person reviewed and approved the
final manuscript prior to submission for
publication?
– Does the person accept responsibilities that
come with authorship (willingness and ability to
answer criticism)?
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Authorship Problems
• Ghost author: leaving off someone who
belongs on the list
– E.g., a desire to hide corporate sponsorship

• Guest author: including someone who
doesn’t belong on the list
– Curry favor with a supervisor
– Use a big name to improve acceptance chances

• Knowingly submitting the wrong author list is
an ethical violation
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Author Responsibilities
• Before publication: their ethical behavior
during the research leading to the paper
• During publication: the ethical presentation
of their work
• After publication: publicly answering any
concerns or criticisms of that work

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Acknowledgement vs. Authorship
• Tasks that do not rise to the level of
authorship:
– Preparing materials or operating equipment using
standard methods
– Applying routine statistical tests or analysis
(without interpretation)
– Routine reviewing, proof reading, or editing of the
manuscript
– Supervising the people involved in the work,
approving their projects, or securing resources
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Authorship at

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Citations
• New work must be placed in the proper
context with respect to past work (the
communal collection of knowledge)
– The mechanism for this is the citation (reference)

• Citation: a reference to a source of
information or data
Chris A. Mack, “Analytical expression for impact of linewidth roughness on critical
dimension uniformity”, J. Micro/Nanolith. MEMS MOEMS, 13(2), 020501 (2014).

• Good citation practice begins with a good
literature search
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Five Goals of Citations
• Provide sufficient context of the work to allow for
critical analysis by others
• Give the reader sources of background and related
material so that the current work can be understood by
the target audience
• Establish credibility with the reader and/or inform the
reader that the paper belongs within a specific school
of thought (less important than the other goals)
• Provide examples of alternate ideas, data, or
conclusions to compare and contrast with this work
• Acknowledge and give credit to sources relied upon
for this work, thus upholding intellectual honesty
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Citation Problems
• Spurious citations: citations that are not needed but
are included anyway. They are often added at the
last minute, after the paper is written, to give the
impression that a literature search and citation work
have been done
– If the reader looks up the cite, will it be time well spent?

• Biased citations: references added (or omitted) for
reasons other than meeting the five goals of citations
• Self-cites: citations to one’s own work. Self-cites are
a problem when they are either spurious or biased
• Excluding contrary evidence: a form of biased
citations where citations to work whose conclusions
or data contradict the current work are omitted
© Chris Mack, 2017
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To Cite or Not to Cite?
• Citations should first and foremost serve
the needs of the reader
– Imagine your paper being read by a graduate
student or postdoc: smart, but new to the field

• Test: will adding this reference here make
the paper more valuable to the reader, or
less?

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Literature Search Hints
• Do the literature search before performing the
research, and certainly before writing the paper
– Doing a literature search at the end often generates
spurious citations

• The most promising next papers to read are often
those referenced in the relevant papers you have
already found
• Look in fields outside your discipline
• Don’t rely on your memory of papers read alone
• When finishing up the manuscript, look for very
recent publications on the subject
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Verify Your Citations
• It is the job of the authors to verify the
accuracy of the references
– Minor error: typos, incorrect formatting
– Major error: the article cannot be found given
the information in the citation

• Don’t cite papers you haven’t read
– Avoid the lazy citation: copying citations from
other papers
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Figures
• Graphics (figures) are instruments for reasoning
about quantitative information
– Used for conveying information from complex data
sets quickly and effectively

• Goals for graphics in communication:
– Document the data (often a graph is the only place
the data gets published)
– Make comparisons (such as displaying trends)
– Allow for inferences of cause and effect
– Tell a story, or at least be an integral part of the tale
– Integrate with the text to enhance the overall
communication of the paper
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Form Matters

A graph looks nice when it conveys information more easily
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Graphics Integrity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is the display revealing the truth?
Is the representation accurate?
Are the data carefully documented?
Do the methods of display avoid spurious readings
of the data?
Are appropriate comparisons and contexts shown?
Have you chosen the right data to display?
Can uncertainty in the data be properly assessed?
Can others reproduce your results or validate your
conclusions based on the information you provided?

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Some Thoughts on Figures
• The parts of data: a description/definition (what is it?), a
number, a unit, an uncertainty estimate, context. Try to put as
many parts of the data in the figure as possible.
• If any data points have been removed, explain.
• If error bars are present, explain clearly what they represent
(one standard deviation, one standard error of the mean, a
specific confidence interval, etc.)
• Context is always important with data, and so also with the
display of data. “Graphics must not quote data out of
context.”
• Make the data stand out – don’t let it get lost in a jumble of
lines and labels. A quick glance should allow you to
discriminate each data point from everything else on the
graph.
© Chris Mack, 2017
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More Thoughts on Figure
• Higher data density is good, so long as
accuracy and clarity are not sacrificed
• By all means, use color when it can enhance
your graphic (since most articles are now
read on-line), but make sure that no
information is lost when printed in black and
white
• Label within the graph or in the caption as
necessary to minimize the need to refer back
and forth from the text. If possible, the figure
should be interpretable on its own.
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Using Labels

© Chris Mack, 2017
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More Thoughts on Figure
• Figure captions should not be an afterthought – they are
an integral part of the figure. Plan the caption to work
with the graphic to present context and explanation of
the data - make the figure interpretable on its own if
possible.
• Ideally, a figure caption will do three things: describe
everything in the graph, draw attention to its important
features, and (when practical) describe the main
conclusions to be drawn from it.
• Graphs should not have a title. Put the title information
in the figure caption.
© Chris Mack, 2017
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More Thoughts on Figure
• Make sure that every element of the graph is
fully explained, if not in the graph or its caption,
then in the text.
• Avoid all spurious 3D effects, such as the use of
3D bars in a bar chart. They only lead to
confusion, never to greater clarity.
• Graphs should be as simple as possible, never
more complex than the data it represents.
• You can’t fix bad data with a good graph.
© Chris Mack, 2017
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More Thoughts on Figure
• Use log-scales to reveal trends in the data, not hide
them. Log-scales emphasize relative changes, while
linear scales are best at showing absolute changes.
• Consider using two scales for each axis if appropriate
(for example, one that shows the actual value and one
that shows the percent change of that value)
• Data aggregation or reduction (putting data into groups
and plotting group summaries) can suppress noise and
reveal trends, but only when done properly. Be very
careful if your conclusions about the data change based
on arbitrarily chosen aggregation parameters.
© Chris Mack, 2017
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More Thoughts on Figure
• Choose plot scales (x- and y-axis start and stop values,
for example) to avoid white space: try to use at least
80% of each scale to display data.
• Baselines are sometimes important for making
comparisons. But if there is no natural baseline, beware
of how an arbitrary choice can push a certain
interpretation on the reader - don’t force zero to be on
the plot scale if it results in wasted graph space.
• Never use scale breaks or change the scale on the axis
of a single graph. If two scales are needed to show the
data, use two graphs.
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Violating the 80% Rule

© Chris Mack, 2017
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More Thoughts on Figure
• Pie charts are almost never the best option.
• Bar charts should only be used to plot categorical data,
but if the categories have a natural order then a line plot
will usually work better.
• Since the length of the bar represents the magnitude of
the number, the bars must be thin (so that the bar area
does not confuse the reader) and the y-axis must always
start at zero.
• Side-by-side bars are generally better for comparisons
than stacked bars. Stacked line charts suffer from these
same difficulties.
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Tables
• Tables are best for looking up specific information
or exact values, and graphs excel at displaying
trends and making comparisons. If you think
readers will try to read numbers off the graph,
consider a table (instead or in addition).
• When the number of data points is small, a table
generally is preferred over a graph. As Tufte put it,
“The simple things belong in tables or in the text;
graphics can give a sense of a large and complex
data set that cannot be managed in any other
way.”
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Figure and table counts for JM3 papers published in 2012
No. Papers
Theory, Experimental Setup
Photos
Diagrams
Tables
Setup Total
Results
X-Y Plots
Contour Plots
3D Plots
Micrographs
Histograms
Bar Charts
Wafer Maps
Tables
Other
Results Total
Tables and Figures Total
© Chris Mack, 2017
Tables and Figures/Paper

Issue #1 Issue #2 Issue #3
24
43
22

Issue #4
12

Total 2012
101

% of total

11
92
6
109

56
120
11
187

7
85
4
96

3
25
12
40

77
322
33
432

3.9%
16.3%
1.7%
21.9%

138
47
2
89
6
10
6
25
6
329

281
52
10
131
6
2
0
53
4
539

120
25
17
222
4
4
1
23
3
419

114
62
13
40
0
11
1
10
4
255

653
186
42
482
16
27
8
111
17
1542

33.1%
9.4%
2.1%
24.4%
0.8%
1.4%
0.4%
5.6%
0.9%
78.1%

438
18.3

726
16.9

515
23.4

295
24.6

1974
19.5
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Bar Charts – Usually the Wrong Choice

© Chris Mack, 2017
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The Value of Figures
• “The greatest value of a picture is when it
forces us to notice what we never
expected to see.”
– John Tukey, Exploratory Data Analysis,
Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA (1977)

• “As for a picture, if it isn’t worth a thousand
words, the hell with it.”
– Ad Rienhardt, artist
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Writing the Abstract
• Write the abstract after the paper is finished
1. Is all of the information in the abstract
consistent with what is written in the body of the
paper?
2. Can all of the information found in the abstract
also be found in the body of the paper?
3. Is the important information of the paper found
in the abstract? Are any key words from the
paper missing from the abstract?
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Structured Abstract
(1-2 sentences per topic)

• Background: What issues led to this work? What is
the environment that makes this work interesting or
important?
• Aim: What did you plan to achieve in this work? What
gap is being filled?
• Approach: How did you set about achieving your aims
(e.g., experimental method, simulation approach,
theoretical approach, combinations of these, etc.)?
What did you actually do?
• Results: What were the main results of the study
(including numbers, if appropriate)?
• Conclusions: What were your main conclusions? Why
are the results important? Where will they lead?
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Title
• Write the title last
– Use a “working title” before that

• Title should describe the aim of the work, not
the results
– Don’t write a newspaper headline
– Mention the approach used if that is important to
distinguish the paper
– Conflicting goals: descriptive but short

• The goal is matchmaking: put the right
reader with the right paper
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Titles Describe Aims not Results
Yes:
Impact of temperature and pressure on the compositional
uniformity of sputter-deposited aluminum alloys
No:
Optimizing temperature and pressure improves sputterdeposited aluminum alloy films

© Chris Mack, 2017
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A Better Title
• Including the method:
Impact of temperature and pressure on the
simulated compositional uniformity of sputterdeposited aluminum alloys

• The title should be as specific as possible
while still describing the full range of the
work
© Chris Mack, 2017
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A Worse Title
• The title is to be as short as possible, but
sufficiently descriptive to capture the
reader’s attention
Impact of process parameters on the uniformity
of aluminum alloys

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Cover Letter
• Manuscript information: Title of the submitted manuscript and
type of article.
• Problem being addressed: What issues led to this work?
What gap is being filled? What is the broader context?
• Novelty of work: What is new here, not previously published?
“To our knowledge, this is the first report showing….”
• Significance of the work: Why is the novel content mentioned
above important? What is the potential impact to the field?
• Fit to this journal: Why does this work belong in this journal?
• Double publication: “This manuscript has not been previously
published and is not currently in press, under review, or being
considered for publication by another journal.”
• Author approval: “All authors have read and approved the
manuscript being submitted, and agree to its submittal to this
journal.”
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Writing Style
• “Have something to say, and say it as
clearly as you can. That is the only secret
of style.”
– Matthew Arnold

• Books on style that I like:
– Joseph Williams’ college textbook Style:
Lessons in Clarity and Grace
– William Zinsser’s classic On Writing Well
– Steven Pinker’s The Sense of Style
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Writing Style is Dictated by…
• Truth: What is the writer’s philosophical stand on
truth and how it can be known and
communicated?
Presentation: What does the writer (and reader)
value in the mode of presentation?
Scene: What is the model for transmitting the
writer’s thoughts to the reader?
Cast: Who is the intended reader? What does
the writer assume about the reader?
Thought and Language: What is the relationship
between the writer’s thoughts and the language
that is chosen to express them?
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Scientific Style: Truth
•
•

•

•

A universal and objective reality exists independent of the writer or
reader
There is a truth concerning this reality, but it is not manifest. It takes
hard work to get close to this truth.
– We can only comment on the accuracy of our scientific models,
not their absolute correctness
Because truth is independent of both writer and reader, it is
accessible by anyone willing to put forth the effort
– The writer assumes no privileged access to truth, and if a reader
had performed the same work and thought about it in the same
way, they could have come to the same conclusions.
Scientific knowledge is not invented or created, it is discovered (then
verified by other scientists)

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Scientific Style: Presentation
• The most valued attributes are accuracy,
precision, clarity, concision, and grace (in
that order).
– Accuracy: all new knowledge claims are
justified and verifiable
– Precision: the meaning taken away by the
reader matches the meaning intended by the
writer
– Clarity: the work is easily and quickly
understood
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Scientific Style: Scene
• The imagined scene for communicating
between author and reader is a
presentation at a scientific meeting
– The audience is there because they are
interested in your topic
– Your job is to teach your audience what you
learned in the course of your investigations

© Chris Mack, 2017
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Scientific Style: Cast
• Your readers are like the audience of your imagined
symposium talk
– They are interested in your topic, and generally familiar
with the field, though not necessarily with the details
– They are enthusiastic graduate students, and experienced
veterans
– They include anyone who might reasonably pick up and
browse a copy of the journal you hope to publish in
– They are sometimes experts in the specific niche that your
work occupies, but usually not
– They are intelligent and willing to put the effort into
understanding what you have to say, but only if you make
it worth their while

• Writer and reader are peers
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Scientific Style: Thought and Language
• There are no thoughts in the writer’s head that
cannot be adequately expressed and understood
with the right choice of words
• Language (including the language of mathematics)
is fully up to the task of representing even the
most complex concepts with accuracy and
precision
• The author may claim to be the first to arrive at a
new thought, but once properly expressed that
thought can be grasped by anyone
• The scientific style denies intangibles, mysteries,
and unique personal experiences
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Style Example
• The scientific stance on truth makes the
scientist replaceable; anybody could have
done the same experiments/derivations/
simulations
• To emphasize this important philosophy,
scientists attempt to remove themselves
from the discussion
– “We then performed an experiment …” vs.
– “An experiment was performed…”
© Chris Mack, 2017
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Style Example
• Complexity is generally packed into nouns
(and noun phrases) rather than into the
structure of a sentence
– Jane saw Bob on the hill with the telescope.
– Sidewall sensing in a CD-AFM involves
continuous lateral dithering of the tip.
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Style Example
• Don’t inflate your language to be more
“scientific”
– In Figure 2, the x- and y-axes represent the cavity
diameter and the filling ratio, respectively.
– In Figure 2, the filling ratio is plotted as a function
of the cavity diameter.

• Try to teach the readers, not impress them
• Use the words that come most naturally, then
revise, rewrite, and revise again with
accuracy, precision, and clarity in mind
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Review Papers
• The major goal of every review should be to
achieve an organization and synthesis of past
work around the chosen theme in order to
accelerate the accumulation and assimilation
of recent knowledge
• A review provides order to seemingly chaotic
recent research results
• A review paper may not present novel results;
it presents a novel meta-analysis of results
leading to a novel organization and synthesis
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Review Paper Themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A controversy: two or more camps with competing theories or
explanations of a phenomenon, with evidence for each
Progress towards the development of a major new tool, process,
method, or theory
Historical development leading to a major discovery or concept and
its implications for today and the future
Comparison of different approaches toward the measurement/
design/fabrication/modeling of a specific thing of importance, and
their advantages and disadvantages
The use of a specific tool/process/method across disciplines or for
different applications
A novel insight gained from a wider view of recent progress on a
topic, or the recognition of a critical new problem or issue previously
unnoticed
A call to action: why the community should devote considerable
resources to a certain topic
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Review Style
• Reviews should be critical but evenhanded, and not just accepting of all
previously published conclusions
• Don’t get personal: when criticizing,
always criticize the work, not the authors
• Science progresses slowly and unevenly,
in fits and starts – be sympathetic to the
many wrong turns that litter the final path
to understanding
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Conclusions about Science Writing

method

• You don’t have to be a good writer to write a
good paper
• Your writing should make your research
transparent – easy to understand and
evaluate. Focus on the reader, and use the
paper to teach!
Science
• Publishing a journal paper means
joining the community of scientists
and furthering the goals of science
http://www.lithoguru.com/scientist/science-writing.html
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For More Details …
•

Topics about science writing that I’ve written on:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Title, Abstract, and Keywords
Citations
Acronyms
Authorship
Cover Letter
Figures
Paper Significance
Null Results
Structure and Organization
How to Review a Paper
Review Papers
Style

Go here to see these papers:
– http://www.lithoguru.com/scientist/science-writing.html
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Thank You

Chris A. Mack
Editor-in-Chief
The Journal of Micro/Nanolithography, MEMS, and MOEMS
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